Mercury Device - Measure [first/second]

1. Arm used: Right ○ Left
   - Whcharm3

2. Arm circumference: cm
   - armcm3

3. Cuff size:
   - Small Adult (<24cm)
   - Adult (24 - 32cm)
   - Large Adult (33 - 41cm)
   - cuffsz3

4. Record time of day: bptm3
   - Record in military time (i.e 5pm = 17:00)

5. Order of device: 1st ○ 2nd
   - OrdMerc3

6. Technician ID#: bpMtid3

7. Pulse obliteration pressure: plsobl+3

8. Pulse obliteration pressure: + 30

9. Peak inflation level: pkinfl3

10. First reading: s1Mbp3 SBP d1Mbp3 DBP

11. Second reading: s2Mbp3 SBP d2Mbp3 DBP

12. Third reading: s3Mbp3 SBP d3Mbp3 DBP

13. Room Temperature: rmtempf3 Fahrenheit
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Compute means from 2nd and 3rd readings
Mean SBP  ____  ____  ____
Mean DBP  ____  ____  ____

Reviewer ID#:  __  __  __
Data Entry ID#:  __  __  __